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Should I spare time for
reading this ?

Answer yourself!
Are you using Facebook as part of your marketing activities?
Are Facebook insights causing you headaches?
You don´t know what to do to increase your influence on Facebook?
Have you thought: „Hmm, how would a mobile app work for me?“
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What do Facebook
statistics actually tell
you?

...before that a bit about management
Do you agree that everything you do has a reason of why you do it? Most of your
actions are thought through several times before you start investing your time.
Time = money.

Do you know the answers to these 8 questions?
1) Why do you use Facebook for your
business?

5) At least once in a quarter, who is
keeping an eye on the Facebook
updates about advertising etc?

2) What are you trying to achieve:
brand awareness, pool of new clients,
loyalty or something totally different?

https://www.facebook.com/page_guidelines.php

3) What is your Facebook strategy to
achieve the aims of it?
4) If you have several people working
on social media in your company,
have you shared the responsibilities
on Facebook or each one of them is
posting as they wish? How many
admins do you have?

6) Is there anyone in your company
analyzing Facebook statistics and
drawing conclusions to improve?
7) Is the time you put under Facebook
an investment (brings revenue) or a
cost (spending resources and is simply
a „nice-to-have“)?
8) Which other channel could fill in the
shoes of Facebook and substitute its
functions if needed?

„Let´s gather likes!“
The more we have fans on our Page, the more people will see our
message and the more effective our Facebook activity is.

The PASTThe PRESENT

When gathering likes it is expected to reach
fans´ News Feeds. Just some years ago it
worked well but now ...
Reaching a News Feed was formerly set by
EdgeRank, an algorithm that based on 3
pillars:
Affinity, the relationship between the
user and the source/content.
Weight, the type of action taken on
the content.
Decay, the currency of the content.
The way you used Facebook largely
determined what showed up in your News
Feed.

At the same time, the Pages were not that
popular which resulted in having an actual
opportunity to reach whom you wanted in the
„non-existent“ competition.

25-30 million company Pages
All of them want to get out to users` News
Feed. This would make 1500-2000 news per
user but Facebook is on their side – it sorts
out the interesting and the boring.
News Feed engineer Lars Backström has
shared that by now Facebook has an
algorithm that is way more complicated. For
example, instead of one metric, the affinity
consists of several categories and subcategories that measure the relationship
between the user and the Page, but also the
overall statistics about the world. If it comes
out that the world`s statistics are „weak“, you
might not see the post, even if you wish to.
Initially Facebook shares your post with a
small group of people and depending on
their reaction the system will calculate
whether to upscale sharing or not. When
noone likes, shares etc, your posts will not
reach far. Want some proof? Compare your
Facebook insights, graphs about posts and
likes/shares. Vòila!
Why`s that so? Facebook wants to sell ads.

...and that`s not all. Users have also the freedom to decide:

Do I even want to get notifications from the page I like?
Do I want to follow the page activities or not?

Statistics: Like vs Reach
How many likes have you lost?
Or how many posts have been
hidden by users?
When and why did you loose
likes? What can you learn
about these posts?
Facebook Page – Insights – Posts – All Posts Published table
Remember,
Like or unlike numbers don`t give
you information on how many
people see your posts but let you
analyze how much importance do
users give to those.

Facebook Page – Insights – Reach
Reach indicates how well you
are getting your info to the News
Feeds. Sadly, this doesn`t mean
that the user has read this, he
could have just scrolled over.
Note that you can also reach the
News Feeds of the people who
are just friends of your fans.

Reach doesn`t give you information about the brand loyalty, purchase intent or customer
relations. At the same time, it is useful to analyze when you wish to:

1) increase your fan base;
2) increase your visibility on the market.
Larger fan base and wider visibility help you later on when developing customer relations.
When going to a shop you rather buy a milk you have seen before, than the one you haven`t...

Statistics: Engagement
It is important to understand that high numbers in Reach might not always be of great use
when talking about marketing. Your post might reach to thousands of people but when only
10% of them are engaged, your posts are obviously not that attractive as you thought.

Facebook Page – Insights – Posts – All Posts Published table
Engagement indicates how many
people actually interact with your post.
Meaning, how many comment, like,
share or click somewhere in the post.
The initial view in the table shows the
absolute number of clicks and shares –
better overview can be obtained when
looking at the Engagement Rate.

But which kind of posts does your target group like: pictures, links, videos or something else?
Successful will be the ones who reach the audience minds.

Facebook Page – Insights – Posts – Post Types

Please note! Huge number of clicks under Engagement isn`t a reason enough to be
happy either. The system is counting everything as clicks that look like ones, except
the likes, comments and shares. For example, it counts when someone clicked on
other`s name, liked other comments or even reported the post as spam.
If you want to see how many times have the links been clicked, download the Excel
file and search for Lifetime Consumers by type or Lifetime post consumptions by
type.

Statistics: when and where are your fans?
As the competition on Facebook is rough
everyone wants to reach the possible
customers exactly during the time they are
on Facebook, not to get buried under the
information avalanche.

Probably you have encountered many
„statistical laws“ about different times
when an average person is
using
Facebook.

As there are many assumptions, until now
a lot of marketing people have just been
trying those out to find the best fit. This
kind of experiential marketing activity is
now history as Facebook will tell you
specificly
when (in your local time) are your fans
online, giving the overview about days and
exact time.

When are your fans online?
Facebook Page – Insights – Posts – When Your Fans Are Online

But what is more interesting to your fan: posts or some concrete tabs? Are your tabs even
being visited? Facebook knows and shares the information with you, too. Take advantage!

Facebook Page – Insights – Visits – Page and Tab Visits
Important! Using Facebook in a smartphone, Apps and Tabs
created by a third party (not Facebook itself) will not be shown.
...though most of the people are using smart devices more during their leisure
time to look at the menus, participate in campaigns etc. Before adding any
Tabs, analyze how many of your fans are using your Facebook site from
mobile devices. If mobile attendance is far greater than desktop, you`re just
wasting your money and time when adding and managing all those Tabs.

Facebook helps you out?
Facebook does a lot to allow you to share ads effortlessly: to get more views on videos, more
traffic on your webpage etc. To get acquainted with all the possibilities, visit the following
sites:

www.facebook.com/ads/create
www.facebook.com/business
One of the easiest tools is „Boost post“,
that can be found from the bottom right
corner of every post. When boosting from
there, you will not be able to set a detailed
target group. Therefore don´t use the
boost button – the links above allow you
to select a way more specific target group
that will probably bring higher results.
Among others you can mark down the
interests and behaviours (e.g. travellers,
mobile users etc) you are looking for.
Be cautious when boosting and expecting
magical numbers – the reach Facebook
promises might fluctuate in reality.

Furthermore, make sure that you choose suitable target countries. Just for your information:
years ago there were many click-farms (typically in Asia) where the employees were paid to
like Pages – this didn`t give any value concerning marketing as those „likers“ didn`t have an
actual interest. Facebook has been accused of using click-farms but with the exact
information about your fans you are now able to eliminate that risk.

! Buy Boost-ads only for the posts that have original content about your own
company. Don`t boost the ones where youre just sharing others information.
! Write posts that are intriguing enough even without boosting. Even better,
provide some additional value.
! There is no point in boosting one post once a year. It`s the same as to post one
poster once to a couple of streets of a big metropolis.

Is the mobile world a new
trend as Facebook
used to be?

Background: mobile era in Estonia?
In 2014, online research agency Gemius published an extensive report about mobile
behaviors in Estonia (and other CEE countries). The CEO of Gemius Estonia, Paap Peterson
commented:

"The mobile era has definitely arrived to Estonia. Compared to 2011, mobile
devices share of page views has increased by more than 20 times. We are glad
to see that advertising budgets are growing and mobile market is monetizing
the new inventory.“
The research1 shows that recent years have
been showing an increasing trend in mobile
web usage. Aligned with that owning smart
devices is getting more and more common
– more than 50% of Estonians own a
smartphone. Marketing managers and
specialists cannot pretend that mobile trend
doesn`t exist. Facts speak louder.
As many organizations are slow in taking
innovations into use, there is no big
saturation of ads or other marketing
activities in smart devices. Mobile area is
like Facebook used to be. By now,
Facebook has too many Pages and Ads
competing against each other which makes
it difficult to exhibit great marketing ideas
with free tools.

As smartphones and tablets are being used
more during leisure time (in the evenings),
every entrepreneur whose product/service
is targeted to the end-consumers should
pay attention to that – a relaxed person is
more prone to make a purchasing decision.

But what if you`re not present in smart
devices? What if you have neither mobile
web nor an app?
Don`t rush into this field without first thinking
through what you would like to achieve with
that. Do you know the answers to the
following questions?

What would your client like to know about your company, product or service:




before making the purchasing decision when gathering info, comparing etc;
during making the purchasing decision;
after the purchase while owning and/or using your product or service?

What kind of info is been looked for: changing in time vs static; „just interesting“ vs „I
need this“....

Where is it better to find the updated info?
 Web, mobile, Facebook, office...
Are you using the best channels and do your channels have an aim?

1

http://files.gemius.pl/Reports/2014/Consumers_go_mobile_in_CEE_2014_final

Background: how are clients being treated in mobile ?
r

Mobile web data from Equation Research2

58 %

of users are expecting mobile website to load
as fast or faster than in computer/laptop.
Interesting fact: this kind of speed is expected more
frequently among people aged 35-54.

73%

66 %

of the users are in fact
disappointed in slow loading times.

of users are ready to wait up to 15 seconds for a
mobile website to load.
20% of users will leave when the page hasn`t loaded
within 5 seconds, and only 20% agree to wait more than
20 seconds. You have no time to waste!

73% abandons the unfinished action in mobile if
it takes more than a minute..
Whether it is a simple chekup for a bank account,
reading e-mails or something else, the user is impatient.

73%

Have you faced or are you facing these problems?
Mobile web is loading too slowly.
Mobile web is crashing or returning errors.
It`s difficult to read the mobile web without zooming in or out.
In some cases the text and graphics are overlaying each other.
Buttons or links don`t work.
Music or videos don`t play well.
If visiting your mobile web is complicated due to the reasons above, fix the bugs right away as

61% of the visitors will never visit your web again when encountering problems.
Even more, they will share their bad experience with others and you know you don´t want it.

2

https://robertoigarza.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/rep-why-the-mobile-web-is-disappointing-end-users-equation-2009.pdf
Mobile web is a website that can be accessed by typing the address to the browser and it needs an Internet connection.
Mobile app is a program that is downloaded to the phone usually by the user. Apps don´t always need internet connection
and can work offline. The percentages above are also reflecting what is happening in App-market.

The magic of mobile apps
As always in IT, the limits in mobile app development come from the limited ideas of the
creator. Developers are capable of effects and functions that you sometimes even cannot
imagine. By now you should be more acquainted with the possibilities of Facebook – for that,
let`s compare mobile apps with Facebook.

Reach right into your client`s pocket. With
the help of push notifications you can
transmit all sorts of info and can be certain
that your client sees it as there are not that
many notifications popping up.

If your post is not being liked, commented,
shared etc, there is a high chance that it
won`t reach many of your fans as Facebook
simply doesn´t share the „boring“ posts to
many of your fans.

Create a loyalty system to keep your clients
connected to you and your app for good.
Clients are expecting more than just a loyalty
card – this is new standard already.

Loyalty apps, Facebook Tabs have been
created usually by third parties and are not
shown on mobile if there are no other
developments done.

Gather quick feedback as soon as your client
is with you, using your product etc. Push
notifications can be timed.. Even more, you
can send „thank you“ notices or something
similar to enhance customer experience.

Facebook gives a possibility to gather
feedback but the system doesn`t remind it
at the right time and it`s easy for a client to
forget it.

Make the whole client experience more
convenient. Give clients the possibility to get
all the info they need from one place they
use the most – the smartphone. You can
distribute pieces of information from product
and service description to the possibilities of
wifi or parking, depending on your business.

You can add a lot of information to
Facebook but the clients` reading habits
and interests in there are limited. Make sure
you have all the basic info on your
Facebook Page ready to be read quickly!

The drawbacks of mobile apps
Every coin has two sides. ...but both of them are showing the same value, isn`t it? Just look at
a coin. The same way with mobile apps – before jumping into the development, there are a
couple of aspects to consider. Even though, apps give you a wide range of opportunities, it
might not be attractive to your target group or is it?

Powerful decisions need to be made
- what features should the app have? What
can your customer do in your app? ...but
you still might be clueless about what your
customers want.
- which platform should the app be built on
(iOS, Android, Windows...)?...but you don´t
know exactly what kind of phones does
your target group have.

You know your clients better than anyone
else. If you have good relations with your
customers, you can ask and let them test
the app. User feedback is priceless!
Which platform to choose, ask some
guidance from the companies who develop
mobile apps. They have experience and
statistics to help you out.

Developing an app takes a lot of resources.
Of course! It`s highly doubtful that someone
would like to put his time on developing an
app for you for free. It`s an enormous work
that you probably can´t even imagine.
Coding, fixing bugs, testing...

Ask offers from different companies and
choose the best for you. Besides the offer
itself try to evaluate the quality: how much
effort is put under making the offer, how is
the communication etc. Cheap price but, for
example, a project manager who doesn`t
talk to you is a poor choice.

Developing an app takes a lot of time. Yes,
typically we`re talking about months,
sometimes even years.

Take it into account in your other business
strategies and you will not have any
problems. You managed until now!

There will be bugs found even after testing
and releasing. There are hundreds of
devices where one app has to work...

Make an agreement whether and how long
the company will fix the bugs without
additional costs. Updates appear in your
clients` phones automatically, no worries.

Users get tired of the same functions and when there´s no additional
value. If you`re sending info about your company for example, many
„outsiders“ will not get any value nor feel engaged – as a result, will
uninstall your app.
What would keep your customer using the app? What will (s)he get? It
is recommended to think of the future development ideas as users like
everything that is new and you will need to keep their retention high.

Using your own intellect to succeed
An enthusiastic mobile app development company can help you out with many of
these questions but still, you should have your own vision, what and whom you would
like to develop to. Everyone can give advice but you are the one leading it.

Do you have an idea that brings
a smile on your face?
What is the concrete additional
value your app offers?

Who is your target group?
What is the aim of your app for
your business? (App-strategy.)
Who are your competitors?
What can you learn from them?
Do you want to earn money
with your app? When, how?
How should your app look like?
What about the user experience?
(Make examples.)

How could you
develop your app and
increase the value?
How will you keep your
users engaged for a long
time?

What does your target group
think of the idea?
(Gather feedback from some.)

What will your target group
associate your app with?
(Catchy name and logo.)

How and where will you find
your first users?

Who is your test-group and
how will you gather feedback
from them?
What can you learn from
the app analytics/statistics?
(Let the analytics` tools be built in.)

When will you seriously look over your Facebook
strategy and get yourself updated with the latest trends?

Would there be any use of an app for your business?

Would you like to and know how to start today?

...then START!
We, in mobile innovation agency Rubik`s Solutions, are looking forward to your email or call to hear about your awesome ideas and share our experience. We`re not
just a development company – we can help you to think through everything from
mobile strategy and testing the market to design, development, analytics and
marketing.

Let`s meet up!

Aiki Arro
+372 58 136 074
Aiki@rubikssolutions.com

Erik Ehasoo
+372 56 624 449
Erik@rubikssolutions.com

